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Coffee: Authentic Ethiopia
From the Introduction by Majka Burhardt 

It’s a simple question: what if a food crop could change a nation’s future? Here are three more 
questions: What if that crop was something most of the world has used and valued since the 
sixth century? What if a collection of stories shone—for the first time ever—a comprehensive 
light on Ethiopia’s role as the birthplace of coffee, and its centuries of coffee ritual and culture? 
And what if these stories helped this long-struggling nation toward economic bounty? Our task is 
Herculean; it will take an optimist. 

Welcome to Coffee: Authentic Ethiopia. I’m that optimist. 
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Specifications
Coffee: Authentic Ethiopia uniquely vested in the specialty coffee industry. It is also a valuable way 
for the world to better understand and appreciate Ethiopia. As such, it can be used within your 
organizations and communities for fundraising initiatives, informational outreach, event gifting and 
sales. 

• When: Available September 2010.  Advance Order Purchase Discount Expires June 1st. 

• Size: 144-page hardcover book with jacket. 9”(h)x11”(w) landscape.

• Writing: narrative vignettes provide rapid access to engaging portrayals and contextualize the 
diversity of Ethiopia, Ethiopian coffee, and Ethiopian stories.

• Photography: full-bleed color photographs by Travis Horn and Helmut Horn complement the 
vignettes, as well as create their own story in stand-alone presentation throughout the book.

• Special Features: Hand-drawn maps, technical notes from the field 

• Customization: Jackets be designed with a brand and logo for custom messaging
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Book Pricing *Book Pricing *Book Pricing *Book Pricing *Book Pricing *

Qty Standard Jacket Net Profit Custom Jacket Net Profit

26 $29.95 $520.00 $520.00

200 $28.95 $4,200.00 $31.20 $3,750.00

250 $27.95 $5,500.00 $29.70 $5,062.50

500 $26.95 $11,500.00 $27.95 $11,000.00

1000 $25.95 $24,000.00 $26.45 $23,500.00

5000 $23.95 $130,000.00 $24.25 $128,500.00

10,000 $21.95 $280,000.00 $22.10 $278,500.00

Advance Copy Purchase Discount - Offer Expires 6/1Advance Copy Purchase Discount - Offer Expires 6/1Advance Copy Purchase Discount - Offer Expires 6/1

Qty 50% down 100% down

26 3.00% 6.00%

200 6.00% 12.00%

250 9.00% 16.00%

500 12.00% 18.00%

1000 15.00% 20.00%

5000 18.00% 22.00%

10,000 20.00% 25.00%

Pricing and Customization

Customize jackets in these locations with any of the following options:
(1) Your organization logo will be printed on back of the jacket cover, as well as the inside flaps.
(2) A special introductory note, forward, or short organization description can be printed in these locations.

Back Flap Back Cover Front Cover Front Flap
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(1) (1) & (2) (1) & (2)
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Welcome to a new vision of Ethiopia—where bucolic landscape reveals bountiful coffee cherries, unexplored sandstone towers reach 500 feet into the sky, and the 
century-old wild coffee trees hold the future of both a nation and specialty coffee. 

Ethiopia is developing in the global consciousness beyond its history of drought, famine, and war. It’s doing so by embracing the heritage and potential of its defining crop.  
Coffee: Authentic Ethiopia is the story of that process: a visual and narrative tale of opportunity, resources, education, and heritage. 

Go Local: Go to Origin

Origin Point Press is committed to 
using personal storytelling for global 
understanding. Coffee: Authentic 
Ethiopia explores: 

• Coffee as a mechanism for 
understanding Ethiopia

• Ethiopia as a mechanism for 
understanding coffee. 

We've traveled deep into the heart of 
Ethiopia to compile the first ever 
resource devoted to the culture of 
coffee in the land of coffee's heritage.

• Coffee Industry Connection: Origin Point Press is a creative division of 
Ninety Plus Coffee and was formed exclusively for the authentic 
expression of culture and art surrounding coffee.

• Publishing: Coffee: Authentic Ethiopia is uniquely co-published with 
Shama Books, an Ethiopian publishing company. It is the only coffee 
story that is both about Ethiopia and from Ethiopia.

• Style: Coffee: Authentic Ethiopia is a collage of stories that are personal 
and communal, national and global.  The book was assembled through 
extensive fieldwork based in conversations surrounding the meaning of 
coffee beyond a commodity. We now bring you a book which opens a 
larger dialog surrounding the following:

• Where does coffee extend into legacy and ritual?

• How far can an Ethiopian coffee story travel?

• How does the anthropology of food create universal 
appreciation of a product?

Collaborative Communication
Coffee: Authentic Ethiopia will further 
consumer awareness about:

• Uniqueness

• Distinction

• Value

Within Ethiopian specialty coffees 
which are now populating cafes, 
restaurants, barista championships, 
and supermarkets. 

The book sheds new light on Ethiopia 
through the story of its most valued 
resource. It wil l be paired with 
Ethiopian coffee varieties in the coffee 
world, and will populate distinguished  
shops, museums, and bookstores.

Sharing Ethiopia 

Book Details
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Majka Burhardt is the author of Vertical Ethiopia: Climbing Toward Possibility in the Horn of Africa (Shama, 2008). Ms. Burhardt is a frequent 
lecturer on the intersection of adventure, culture, and environment, and has worked extensively in Africa examining the intersection of the three 
realms. Executive Producer of the documentary film Waypoint Namibia (2009), Burhardt also works as a professional climber and AMGA certified 
mountain guide. Her work in Africa has been featured on national news programs and radio shows, and in magazines and newspapers throughout 
the world. Ms. Burhardt holds an MFA in Creative Writing from the Warren Wilson Program for Writers, and received her BA in anthropology from 
Princeton University.  MajkaBurhardt.com

Video: http://www.originpointpress.com/video

Order Books:  http://www.originpointpress.com/orders

Additional Questions: sales@originpointpress.com

Origin Point Press is a creative division of Ninety Plus Coffee, a coffee flavor development entity. Origin Point Press gets beneath the 
surface to tell stories where Ninety Plus Coffee does its work.

Author, Majka Burhardt

Find Out More
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